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Asked by ALISTAIR COE MLA on 3 July 2020:  ANDREW BARR MLA took on notice the following 
question(s): 
 
Ref: Hansard Transcript 3 July 2020 PAGE P440 
 
In relation to:  
 

THE CHAIR: Chief Minister, can you please advise what financial reporting you get on a 

regular basis from your directorate?  

Mr Barr: We get quarterly GGS and PTE reports that I then table in the Assembly. I  get a 

monthly report on territory own-source revenue, which is our own revenue lines, our tax 

lines—not our contributed assets, sales of goods and services and those sorts of things, but 

just the main tax lines in the monthly revenue report. I normally get those about three to 

four weeks after the end of each month. They are unaudited and provide an indicative 

sense of where territory own-source revenue is heading on a month-to-month basis. As I 

reported in the Assembly in the previous sitting, to the end of May the own-source 

revenues would be at about six per cent.  

THE CHAIR: Perhaps Mr Nicol could advise what internal reporting is prepared on a monthly 

basis.  

Mr Nicol: Yes. I get a similar monthly update of our own-source revenues. I get that slightly 

ahead of the Treasurer so that I can have a view on and discuss with my staff what might be 

driving changes in that. In the time available, we try to provide analysis of what might be 

driving an increase or a decrease in a particular revenue line. We then provide that report 

to the Treasurer.  

I also get regular reports from the commonwealth, in confidence, on the GST pool and how 

that is tracking. My staff provide me with their estimates as to what that means for our GST 

revenues for the year. I can take on notice how often I get that and when I get that. I do not 

have that to hand right now. We provide that information to the Treasurer’s office if it is of 

merit, and we will have verbal conversations with the Treasurer on a regular basis as to 

how the pool is looking, what is happening to the pool and what it means for the ACT’s 

likely GST revenues.  

As the Treasurer said, I get the quarterly financial statements. I will occasionally get more 

regular financial statements. For the month of May, my guys prepared an unaudited 

operating statement for that month to see if there were any significant developments from 

April. That showed it was very consistent with the revenue. The revenue lines are driving 
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the bottom line at the moment, with the additional measures that the government has 

announced in terms of spending. That did not particularly reveal anything that I did not 

expect. I will occasionally drill down into particular projects, directorates or programs if I 

get information that spending is either significantly behind budget or significantly ahead of 

budget. I keep an eye on an ad hoc basis.  

THE CHAIR: You mentioned that you had an operating statement prepared for May to see 

what developments there had been since April. That suggests there was— 

Mr Nicol: Sorry, can I correct that? It was an operating statement for April, not for May. It 

was the month after the March quarterly; sorry.  

THE CHAIR: Okay. You did not provide that to the Chief Minister?  

Mr Nicol: I will have to take that on notice. We may have since, but at the time—I will take 

on notice what we actually provided and in what form. It was an internal piece of analysis.  

THE CHAIR: Okay; please do. You do not, as a matter of course, do a monthly operating 

statement?  

Mr Nicol: No, we do not. In the usual course of events the variability from month to month 

is our revenue line. Spending is usually more predictable, in that we know how directorates 

behave in terms of spending on their projects generally, and it generally follows a pretty 

regular pattern. We do not see many surprises there. Obviously, we track the quarterly 

financial statements, which gives us a full quarterly picture. As the Treasurer said, we have 

the monthly detailed, line-by-line analysis of revenue receipts each month.  

THE CHAIR: If you can get back to us on that end of April operating statement, whether it 

was provided to the Chief Minister and on what date, that would be good.  

Mr Nicol: Will do.  

 
ANDREW BARR MLA:  The answer to the Member’s question is as follows:–  
 
The General Government Sector Operating Statement for April year to date was prepared for 
internal analysis. It was not provided to the Chief Minister.  
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